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Abstract. Thispaperpresents
a systematic
methodfor theanalysisof photo-induced
isotopic
fi'actionation.The physicalbasisfor this fractionationmechanismcenterson the fact that
isotopicsubstitution
altersthe energylevels,molecularsymmetries,
spinstatisticalweights
andotherf•mdamentalmolecularproperties,producingspectroscopic
signatures

distinguishable
fromthatof theparentisotopomer.Thesemass-dependent
physicalproperties
are identicalto thoseinvokedby Urey to explainstableisotopefractionationin chemical
systemssubjectto thermodynamic
equilibrium.Photo-induced
isotopicfractionationis a
completelygeneralphenomenon
andshouldbe observablein virtuallyall gasphase
photochemicalsystems.Water photo-inducedisotopicfractionationhasbeenexaminedin
detail usingexperimentalandtheoreticaldata. Theseresultsillustratethe salientfeaturesof
thisfractionationmechanism
for moleculespossessing
continuous
UV absorptionspectraand
unit photodissociation
quantumyields. Usingthe photo-induced
isotopicfractionation
methodologyin conjunctionwith standardphotochemical
models,we predictsubstantial

challenges the most basic understanding of global
biogeochemicalcycles. Data sets that combine atmospheric
Stable isotopefractionationfor moleculescomposedof light mixing ratios and isotopic fractionation have sufficient
elementshas been known sincethe 1930s. Urey first recognized inlbrmation content to constrain global budgets as well as
that the massdependenceof vibrationaland, to a lesserextent, quantit• individual trace gas sourcesand sinks [Johnstonand
rotational fi-equencieswould alter the quantum mechanical Thiemens, 1997]. Several groups have also inferred the
partition t[•nctions of isotopereefsto produce measurable composition of the paleoatmosphere from the isotopic
dit'fcrencesin chemical equilibria, chemical reactionrates, and ffactionationfound in ice cores[Petit et al., 1999].
isotopic lkactionation[Urey, 1947]. Urey's seminal work
The last 30 years have also witnessedtremendousprogressin
demonstrated
that the physicalbasisof isotopicfractionationwas the measurementof isotopict?actionationin the atmospheresof
•'well correlatedwith the energystatesof moleculesas secured Venus, Mars, Jupiter,Saturn,Uranus,Neptune,and Titan. Many
1. Introduction

fi'om spectraldata by the use of statisticalmechanics"[Urey,
1947, p. 563]. Thus Urey defineda systematicmethodfor the
evaluation of isotopic l•actionation in systemsthat achieve
thermodynamicequilibrium.The first applicationsof this theory
concentrated on isotopic fractionation in geological and
astrophysical
processes.Subsequent
work has usedilnproved
spectroscopic
constantsusedto calculatethe partitionfunctions
and lYactionationfactors [Richeret al., 1977], but the conceptual
mechanism fbr stable isotope fractionation has remained

relativelyunchanged[Kaye,1987;Richeret al., 1977].
A number of groupshave recently achievedthe technical
expertisenecessaryto measureisotopicfractionationof the
terrestrialatmospherictrace gasesO• [Johnstonand Thiemens,
1997; Mauersberger,1987], CO: [Brenninkmeo'er
et al., 1995],
CO [Brenninkmeijeret al., 1995; Huff and Thiemens,1998;
Rockmannet al., 1999], CH4 [Brenninkmeijeret ai., 1995; Irion
el ai., 1996], and N:O [Cliff et al., 1999; Cliff and Thiemens,
1997: Kim and Craig, 1993; Rahn and •ahlen, 1997; Yoshida
and Matsue, 1983] with uncertaintiesapproaching0.1 per mil.
Modeling isotopicfractionationmeasurements
of this accuracy
Copyright2000 by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
Paper number 2000JD900388
0148-0227/00/2000JD900388509•00

of these studies have fbcused on the determination

of the D/H

ratio sincethis quantity is a sensitivemeasureof an atmosphere's
evolutionary history [Debergh, 1993; Frost eta/., 1982; Geiss
and Reeves,1981; Kaye, 1987; Leduse and Robert, 1994; Owen,
1992; Owen et al., 1986; Thiemens, 1999; Vida/-Madjar et al.,
1998; Yungand Dissly, 1992; Yung and Kass, 1998]. Figure 1
presentsan overview of the D/H ratios observedin the solar
systemand in interstellarmolecularclouds[Owen, 1992; VidalMadjar et al., 1998; Yung and Dissly, 1992]. Of particular
interestto the presentstudyare the water vapor measurements
in
the atmospheres
of Mars [Krasnopols/cy
et al., 1997; Owen et al.,
1988], Venus [Encrenazet al., 1995; Encrenazet al., 1991], in
the stratospheresof the giant planets [Atreya et al., 1999;
Encrenaz et al., 1999], and in comets [Blake et al., 1999;
Eberhardtet al., 1995]. The interpretationfor the observedD/H
lYactionationpattern has been presentedby ¾ungand Dissly
[1992]. Here we emphasizethe point that the large deuterium
enrichmentsin the atmospheres
of Mars and Venus are believed
to be the resultof photolyticandkineticprocesses.
A key lkature of planetary atmospheresis that they are
dominated by photochemicalprocessesand do not achieve
thermodynamic equilibrium [Kaye, 1987; Kaye, 1992].
Theretbre Urey's theory is inadequateto describethe isotopic
fractionation observed in these systems. We address this
deficiency by presentingthe theory of photo-inducedisotopic
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fi-actionation
effects(PHIFE), a frameworkfor the systematic levels. Urey [1947] recognizedthe uniquespectralpropertiesof
evaluationof photo•Chemical
isotopic fractionation. We different isotopomersand incorporatedthis informationinto his
demonstrate
thatPHIFE is a completelygeneralphenomenon
and thermodynamicequilibriumtheoryof isotopicfractionation.The
of a molecularspectrumis readilyapparent
has the same physical basis as Urey's thermodynamic isotopicdependence

equilibrium
theoryof isotopic
fractionation.
PHIFEshould
be f•)r rotational or vibrational transitions where the transition
observable
in anyphotochemically
drivenplanetary
atmosphere t?equenciesare stronglydependenton the reducedmassof the
and may be appliedto virtuallyany parentmoleculeand its molecule. Isotopic differencesbecome subtler in electronic
isotopomers. The PHIFE theory explainsthe isotopic absorption spectra since the dependenceon the molecular
fractionationof differentisotopomers
regardless
of substitution reduced mass is generally much smaller. However, isotopic
position
orthemassof thesubstituted
isotope.PHIFEshould
be substitutionwill causechangesin the molecularsymmetrygroup
especially
important
in species
forwhichphotodissociation
isthe and the nuclearspin statistics,making the electronicabsorption
dominant destruction mechanism. The PHIFE theory was

originally
developed
to explain
thesimultaneous
enhancement
of
i515N,
i5•70,andi5180signatures
in stratospheric
N2¸ [Millerand
Yung,2000;YungandMiller, 1997]. It became
apparent
that
PHIFE appliedto manydifferentchemicalspeciesand was
equally
valid•)r modeling
theatmospheric
photochemistry
ofthe
terrestrial
planets,
thegiantplanets,
satellites,
interstellar
clouds,
etc.

spectra of different isotopomersdistinguishable. Therefore
PHIFE models treat the photodynamicsof each isotopomer
independently. The principlesof molecularphotodissociation
usedto developthe PHIFE theoryare well known[Okabe,1978;
Schinke, 1993; Ytmg and DeMote, 1999] and the interested
readeris directedto thesecomprehensive
textsfor moredetails.
This paper developsthe theory of photo-inducedisotopic
t?actionationtbr molecules with continuousUV absorption

probability;
PHIFE in systems
This paper investigatesthe photo-inducedisotopic spectraandunitphotodissociation
fractionation
of waterin the atmospheres
of EarthandMars. The exhibiting predissociation, resolved vibronic structure, or
wealth of experimentaland theoretical data on water competitionbetweendissociationand radiativedecay will be
photodissociation
alsoenables
usto examine
several
methods
for addressedin a future report [C. E. Miller and Y. L. Yung,
evaluating
PHIFE. Theremainder
of thepaperis organized
as manuscriptin preparation,2000]. Giventhat molecule2' andits
follows:Section2 describes
thephysicalbasisfor photo-induced isotopomerX' have unique electronic absorptionspectra, it
ratesfor different isotopomers
isotopic
fractionation.
Section
3 contains
a detailed
application fbllows that the photodissociation
since
of theseprinciples
to waterphotodissociation.
Modeling
results are mass-dependent

of water PHIFE in the atmospheres
of Earth and Mars are

presented
in section
4. Weconclude
withsome
general
remarks

d(E):cr(E)l(E)

(1)

d'(E) = cr'(E)l(E),

(2)

onphoto-induced
isotopicf¾actionation
in section
5.

2. PhysicalBasisof Photo-InducedIsotopic
Fractionation

whereJ(E) is the photodissociation
rate for photonenergyE =

The principleunderlying
photo-induced
isotopicfractionation h v, o'(E) is the absorptioncrosssection,and fiE) is the photon
is that every isotopomerhas a uniquespectroscopic
signature. flux rate. The isotopicenrichmentdue to an irreversiblesink
This is a direct result of the mass-dependentnature of the

suchasphotodissociation
is described
by the Rayleighdistillation

quantummechanicalformulae governingmolecularenergy equation[Rahnet al., 1998]
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6(E) = 6o+ e(E) Ln(f),

whererS(E)is the final fractionation
dueto photolysis
at photon
energyE = h v, r5ois the initial samplefractionation,
f is the
fractionof moleculesremainingfrom the originalsampleand
•(E) is a lossthctorwhich may be reexpressedin terms of the
absorptioncrosssectionsto yield

(5(E)
=(5(,+
1000(cr'(E)
-11Ln(f)

(4)

hv

The quantitya(E) is expressed
in unitsof per rail. Equation(4)
shows that the mass dependencein photo-induced
isotopic
fractionationarisesas a natural consequence
of isotopomers
having distinguishablespectra. Since the measurementof
isotopic fractionationin an atmosphericsample represents
contributionsfrom all possible photon energies, it is more
correctlycalculatedfi'om the total integratedphotodissociation Figure 2. The contourof an electronicabsorptionspectrummay
be viewed as the pro,jection of the groundstatemolecularwave

rate

packetq"o2 ontotheupperelectronic
surface
andthenreflected

os'=
8'(,
+1000
•- - 1Ln(f),

(5) onto the energyaxis. Seesection2 tbr additionaldetails.

where

d'=IJ'(E)
dE lcr'(E)I(E)
dE
._.

(6)

If photodissociation
is a significantsink for the moleculeunder
consideration. then (5) predicts the degree of isotopic
fractionationproduced during photolysis. One describesthe
effective photo-induced isotopic enrichment with the function
-g(E) since 0 _<f_< 1 which meansthat the LnO') contributionto
(3) will always be negative. A value of-g(E) > 0 indicates
enrichmentof the isotopemetunderconsiderationwhile -g(E)
0 indicatesdepletion.
Ideally, the photochemical modeling of PHIFE entails
selectinga moleculeto investigate,scalingthe abundanceof each
isotoperuer to the appropriate initial value, providing
cxpcrimentallymeasuredUV absorptioncrosssectionsfor each
isotopemetand then executingthe model run. The model runs
normally in all otherways. The outputprovidesa clear pictureof
the isotopicfractionationinducedby photochemistry.It is often
the casethat cr'(E) the experimentalUV absorptionspectrum
the isotopemetX' hasnot beenmeasuredbut that cr/E)is known.
One may approximatecr•(E)basedon the experimentalspectrum
or(E)and the relativezero point energies(ZPE) of X andX'. This
ZPE-shift model [Miller and Yung,2000: Drag and Miller, 1997]
assumesa simplereflectionprincipletreatmentof the absorption
HI ILl
[11U
IIIOIUUU
process[Schinke, I ............
invarianceO1
.........
lal
potential energy surfacesto isotopic substitution(the BornOppenheimerapproximation).Given a boundgroundstateand a
dissociative upper state, as in Figure 2, one generatesthe
absorptionspectrumor(E) by projectingthe ground state wave

parentisotopomer.This resultsin an absorption
spectrumcr'(E)
that is blue shiftedand somewhatnarrowerthan or(E). In cases

wherethe spatialextentof q•o2 and q•'02are negligibly
difl•.renl the absorptionqner'lr•rnfnr tho iqntnpnmorY' ic
definedby the zero point energydifference

cr'(E + AZPE)=cr(E),

(7)

where

zxzPœ= zPœ(X) - zP: (x') .

(8)

Usingexperimentally
measured
vibrational
frequencies
forX and
X', the AZPE are calculatedand cr'(E)evaluated.The PHIFE for

isotopemet
X' arethendetermined
fi'om(4) and(5). Onemay
quickly estimatethe relative ffactionationsfor any two
isotopereefs

'•x'(E)ACrx,(E)
AZPE
x,

(9)

a'w(E) Acrx•(E) AZPEx.
since

dE

Figure 2 depictsthe mannerin which isotopicsubstitution
affiectsthe absorption spectra of diatomic molecules. The
situationis more complicatedfor polyatomicmoleculeswhere
multiple vibrational coordinatesmust be consideredin both the
upper and lower electronic states. This requires that the

packetWe2 ontothe tipperstatepotentialsurfaceandthen

contributions

reflecting this projectiononto the energy axis. The Gaussian

calculatingAZPE for the groundstate. The vibrationalmodesof

from

all vibrational

modes be included when

formof W02translates
intoa or(E)whichhasa nearlyGaussian the tipperelectronicstatewill alsoundergoisotopicshifting,but
contour but •s compressedat low energies and elongated at
higherenergies. If the isotopomerX' has a larger reducedmass
than X, then its ZPE will be lower. Sincethe electronicpotential

these shifts may be ignored to a first approximationsince
moleculesundergoingdirectphotodissociation
acceleratealong
the dissociation
coordinateimmediatelyafter photoexcitation
to
surfaces
arethesameforbothisotopomers,
thecontours
of q•'0 the upper electronic state. Thus one may estimatethe UV
andcr'(E)will be nearlyidentical
to •0 = andor(E).However, absorptionspectrumof a polyatomic molecule with the same
since the ground state probability density of the heavier basicZPE-shiftmethodologydevelopedfor diatomicmolecules.
For small moleculescomposedof light atoms,suchas water,
isotopemetresideslower in the potentialwell, its wave function
is confinedto a smallerarea of coordinatespacethan that of the accurateab initio calculationsof or(E)may be available. The
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There are caveats associated with PHIFE

6e-18

_.o 5e-18
4e-18
3e-18

•

calculated from ab

mostab initio absorption
calculations
are performedonly for
rotational angular momentum drot = 0 and neglect all

2e-18

D

FRACTIONATION

initio absorptioncrosssections.Accurateisotopicfractionation
determinationswill depend on the quality of (1) the global
topologyof boththe groundandexcitedelectronicstates,(2) the
transitiondipolemomentfunction,and (3) the energyseparation
betweenthe ab initio potentials. Small inaccuracies
in any of
thesecomponents
may lead to impreciseresults.Additionally,

'7

.•o

ISOTOPIC

contributionsfrom hot band absorptions.
These limitationsare
investigatedin section3.2.

le-18
0

o

le-17

3. Detailed Example: Water

le-18

3.1. PHIFE From Experimental Absorption Spectra
Water is an important photochemicalcomponentof the
terrestrialandMartian atmospheres,
andhydrologicalcyclesplay
a crucialrole in determiningthe biogeochemistry
of eachplanet.
The photodissociation
of water via its first absorptionband
providesan ideal case for which to analyze photo-induced
isotopicfractionationeffects in detail. This is a benchmark
systemfor the studyof directphotodissociation
andhasbeenthe
subjectof extensiveexperimentaland theoreticalinvestigation
[Schinke, 1993]. Another advantage of using water to
demonstratePHIFE is that deuterationcauseslarge shifts in the
absorptionspectraand accurateexperimentalmeasurements
of
the absorptioncrosssectionsexist for H20, HDO, and D20 at
298 K [Chenget al., 1999].

le-19

I• le-20
•

le-21

1e-22

le-23

50000

55000

60000

65000

70000

Wavenumber/cm
'•
Figure 3. Experimentalabsorptioncrosssectionsfor H20, HDO,
andD20 [Chenget al., 1999].(a) Linearscale.Note the different
absorptionmaxima. (b) Log scale. This plot emphasizes
the

The .4 4-- X electronic transition or .4 band of the water

spectrumis characterized
by an absorption
continuum
extending

differences
in thecrosssection
valuesforE < 57,000cm-I. Read from 50,000to 70,000cm-•. The banddisplays
no discrete

7e-18 as 7 x l0 -•8

vibrationalstructure,althoughsmallvibronicundulationsappear
as shoulders superimposedon the continuum absorption

[Schinke,1993]. The absorption
crosssectionsof H20, HDO,
potentialenergy surfacesinvolved in the absorptionprocess andD20 [Chenget al., 1999] are shownin Figure3. Successive
should be isotopically invariant according to the Born- deuterationfrom H20 to HDO to D20 shifts the spectrumto
withthepredictions
of theZPE-shift
Oppenheimerapproximation,so the calculationof cr'(E) for higherenergy,in agreement
model. Deuteration also causesa narrowing in the overall

varioussubstituted
isotopomers
is relativelyinexpensive
oncethe

contourandanassociated
increase
in themagnitude
of
globalpotentialsurfaces
havebeencalculated.
The resulting
ab absorption
The photo-induced isotopic
initio absorptioncrosssectionscan then be usedto generate the absorption maximum.
fractionation factors-c(E)

PHIFE predictionsvia (4) and(5).

calculated from the experimental

1000

800
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400
200
0
-200

-400

i

i

5000

60000

I

65000
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Wavenumber/cm
Figure 4. The photo-inducedisotopic fractionationfunctionsfor HDO and D20 calculatedfrom the
experimentalabsorptioncrosssections[Chenget al., 1999]. Note the exceptionallylargefractionationvalues

predicted
forphoton
energies
below55,000cm-•.
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Figure 5. Ab initio absorptioncrosssectionsfor H20, HDO, and D20 [van Harrevelt and van Hemerr,

2000].Read7e-18as7 x 10-18

absorptionspectraof H20, HDO, andD20 are shownin Figure4.
The dependenceof-e(E) on isotopomerand photon excitation
energy is clearly discerned. For excitation energies below
2•11-.

presentedin Figure 4 was determinedusing the experimental
absorptioncross sections. However, there may be instances
when experimental absorptioncross sectionshave not been

..I

55,000cm'• the-e(E) factrobu,c cbbciitiilii.y
CLIllbti::tilt
i::tllU
very
large, reaching600%0for HDO and 900%0for D20. The-e(E)
factors decrease with increasing photon excitation energy,

Alternatively, perhaps the spectra are not all of sufficient

becoming
negativeover the range58,500to 66,000cm-•.

resolution
(AE< 10cm-•) and/oraccuracy
(Ao< 0.1x 10-20cm2
molecule
-•) to calculate
PHIFEwithconfidence.In thesecases

Minima in the enrichment factor curves,-180%o for HDO and -

the isotopornerabsorptioncross sectionsand PHIFE may be

300%ofor D20, are observed
near62,000cm-•. For photon obtained ti'om
excitation
energies
above66,000cm-I theenrichment
functions approximation.

ab

initio

calculation

or

the

ZPE-shift

Recently,van Harreve/t and van Hemerr [2000] calculatedab
initio isotopedependentcrosssectionsfor the first absorption
enrichment of the deuterated isotopomersfor photoexcitation band of water; these are shown in Figure 5. The agreement
below58,500cm-• or above66,000cm-• anddepletion
of the betweenthe experimentaland ab initio spectrais very good and
demonstrates
an excellenttheoreticalunderstanding
of the water
deuteratedspeciescausedby photodissociation
in the 58,500 to
photoabsorptionprocess. The theoretical spectra correctly
66,000cm"region.
The qualitativebehaviorof the HDO and D20 photo-induced portraythe energyshift and increasein the oscillatorstrengthfor
isotopicfYactionationfunctionsdoesnot seem unusual,but the HDO and D20. The small vibronicshouldersare reproducedas
magnitudesof the calculated-e(E) are 10 to 100 times larger well, although at slightly different energies than in the
thanthosetypically observedfor atmospheric
tracegases.Figure experimentalspectra.
The ZPE-shift approximation was previo.
usly used to
4 illustrates that the-e(E) are largest at the lowest photon
excitationenergies. This observationcoupledwith (1) through determinephoto-inducedisotopicfractionationin stratospheric
(6) suggeststhat the incidentphotonflux I(E) will amplify the N20 [Miller and Yung, 2000' Yung and Miller, 1997]. The
enrichment of the heavy water isotopomers in planetary estimatedabsorptioncrosssectionshiftsfor N20 were only 10 to
weresufficient
to induce
N20
atmospheres where a dominant atmospheric constituent 55 cm-l, butthesesmallchanges
fractionationof the order of 10 to 50%o. Subsequentlaboratory
effectivelyabsorbshigh-energyUV radiation. For example,02
and O3 createan effectiveatmosphericphotodissociation
window experiments have verified the photon energy dependence of'
between46,000and49,000cm-I in the terrestrial
atmosphereenrichmentfunctionsand our predictionthat the positionof the
dramatically
affectsthefractionation
[Rahnet
[Yunget al., 1989], while CO2 eliminatesmost of the UV flux •SNsubstitution

again becomepositive and increasewith increasingexcitation
energy. The overall picture of PHIFE for water thus predicts

above52,000cm'• in the Martianatmosphere
[Anbaret al.,
1993]. Thus water PHIFE in the terrestrial and Martian
atmospheres
will be dominatedby absorptionin the low-energy
tails of the isotopomerspectraand the deuterium enrichments
corresponding
to theseabsorptions
(Figure4).

3.2. Comparison of Different PHIFE Calculations for
H20, HDO, and D20

We now considerwater PHIFE determinedfrom experimental,
ab initio, and the ZPE-shift absorptionspectra. This comparison
anticipatesthe occasionswhen it will be necessaryto estimate
PHIFE from an approximationmethod and to understandthe
limitations of such an estimate. For example, the water PHIFE

al., 1998; Rockmann et al., 2000; Umemoto, 1999]. Deuterium
substitutionsin water isotopomerslead to ZPE shiftsof 615 and

1248 cm'• for HDO and D20, respectively
[Partridgeand
Schwenke,1997]. Theseshiftsare a factorof 50 largerthan those
used in the N20 PHIFE calculationsand it is interestingto
comparethe ZPE-shift approximationto the experimentalspectra
fbr HDO and D20. The ZPE-shift absorptionspectrafor HDO
and D20 were calculated from the experimental H20 cross

section
by adding615 and1248cm-l, respectively:
o'm)o(E)
=
o',2o(E+615) and O'D2o(E)= Oh2o(E+1248). The results are
shownin Figure 6.
The different PHIFE calculations for HDO and D20 are
compareddirectlyin Figures7 and 8. The photo-induced
isotopic
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functions
forphoton
energies
below57,500cm
-] remarkably

fractionationfunctionsobtainedfrom the ab initio crosssections

reproduce
theexperimental
PHIFEfunctions
quitewelloverthe well. The ZPE-shift enrichmentfunctionsproduce a poor
of the experimental
enrichment
functions
tbr
entirephoton
energy
range.Forphoton
energies
lessthan55,000 representation

photon
energies
above
57,500
cm
-• since
theZPE-shift
method

cm-•, theabinitioenrichment
functions
leveloff at 700%0(HDO)

and950%0
(D20). Theenrichment
functions
forbothdeuterated cannot accounttbr the increasein the maximaof HDO andD20
cross
sections.
TheZPE-shift
calculations
reproduce
isotopomers
decrease
with increasing
photonenergy,passing absorption
the
limiting
behavior
of
the
enrichment
functions
for
low-energy
through
zeroenrichment
near58,000
cm-] andreach
minima
of

generating
values
of +650%0
forHDOand+900%o
-100%o
(HDO)and-400%0(D20)near62,000cm-•. The absorptions,
functions
reproduce
enrichment
functions
thenbeginto increase
andrecross
thezero tbrD20. WenotethattheZPE-shift-e(E)
results
better
thantheabinitio-e(E)functions
enrichment
lineagainnear65,000cm-•. Themajordifferencestheexperimental

energies
below
53,000
cm
-•. Absorption
inthelowbetween
theexperimental
andabinitio-•(E) functions
arein the forphoton
tailofthewater
spectrum
willbeespecially
important
in
magnitudes
of the extrema.The ab initio--•D20(E)
function energy

planetary
atmospheres
where
water
isatrace
gasandadominant
atmospheric
component
effectively
absorbs
higher
energy
UV

overestimatesthe minimum and maximumenrichmentsby about

10% while the ab initio-eHoo(E) functionunderestimates
the

minimum enrichment
by 30% but overestimates
the maximum

radiation.

No experimentalUV absorptionspectrahave beenreported

enrichmentby 20%.

oxygen
isotopomers
H2•70andH2180,
butonemay
The isotopic
enrichment
functions
calculated
fromtheZPE- fortheheavy
shift approximation
reproduce
the experimental
enrichmentestimatethe PHIFE for theseisotopomersusingthe datain Table
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Figure 7. A comparison
of the HDO photo-induced
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1. Thezeropointenergyshifts,7.92cm-• for H2170and14.98 of 1og•01o(E)]versusE for each isotopomer.The extrapolated
cm-• for H2•80,areroughly
2 orders
of magnitude
smaller
than crosssectionswere truncatedat a lower limit of 46,500 cm-•.
the AZPE valuesfor the deuteratedisotopomers,
thus(9) predicts Below this value, absorptionis insignificant and Rayleigh
that the PHIFE factors will be a factor of 100 smaller. This is
scatteringbecomesthe dominantphotoprocess.The resultsof
shownin Figure 9. The calculatedH2170 and H2180 the leastsquaresfits are given in Table 2 andFigure 10.
The extrapolationspredict that the absorptioncrosssections
fractionationsrangefrom 10 to 50%ofor photonenergiesbelow
55,000 cm-•. The correctbehaviorof the fractionation
function tbr H20, HDO, and D20 drop belowof 1.0 x 10-24 cm2

-• at photonenergies
of 47,391,48,263and 48,896
above55,000cm-• isuncertain,
butthevalues
areprobably
very molecule
closeto zero. It would be very interestingto have experimental cm-•, respectively.
A comparison
of thecrosssections
at this
measurements
of thePHIFEtbr H2170andH2180sinceoxygen limityieldsspectral
shillsof 872 and1605cm-• for HDO and
isotopic substitution produces such a drastically diffisrent D20 relativeto I-t20. Theseresultsare in reasonableagreement
fractionation

than deuterium

substitution.

withtheAZPEvaluesof 615and1248cm-• reported
in Table1

3.3. Extrapolation of the Water AbsorptionCross
Sections

and suggestthat the ZPE-shift PHIFE calculationprovides a
reliable reproduction of the experimental photo-induced
/¾actionation
thnctionbelow55,000cm-•.

An accurateassessment
of waterPHIFE in the atmospheres
of
Earth and Mars requiresknowledgeof the isotopomerabsorption 3.4. Summary of the PHIFE Methodology
crosssectionsin the 45,000- 50,000 cm-• window. The
The principlesof photo-inducedisotopicfractionationhave
experimentalcrosssectionsreportedby Cheng et al. [1999] do been presented with a detailed analysis of water
not extend into this region; however, Figure 3b shows that the photodissociation
via the first absorptionband. We emphasize
crosssections
below53,000cm-1 are smalland decreasingthat isotope-dependentexperimentalabsorptioncross sections
exponentially with decreasing photon energy. Using the shouldbe usedin PHIFE calculationsto ensureoptimalaccuracy.
experimental
dataforall energies
lessthan55,000cm-•,wehave Absentexperimentaldatafor all of the desiredisotopomers,
one
extrapolatedthe experimentaldata with a linear least squaresfit
may approximate PHIFE reasonably well with ab initio
calculationsor absorptionspectracalculatedfrom the ZPE-shift
inethod. For water the ab initio absorptionspectraprovideda
Table 1. Zero Point Energies(ZPE) and
very good global representationof the isotope enrichment
Zero Point EnergyDifferences(DZPE)
functions, although the agreementwas not as good in the low-

forVariousWaterIsotopomers
a
Isotopomer ZPEcm'•

AZPEcm-•

H2•60
H2•70
H2•gO

4638.39
4630.47
4623.41

0.00
7.92
14.98

HD•60
HD•?O
HD•aO

4023.01
4013.67
4005.34

615.38
624.72
633.05

D2160
3390.26
1248.13
D2•70
3379.40
1258.99
D2•gO
3369.70
1268.69
"ZPEdatacalculated
by D. Schwenke
from
the resultsof Partridgeand Schwenke[ 1997].

Table 2. ExtrapolatedWater IsotopomerAbsorption
Cross Section Parametersa
Fit Parameter
m

H20

HDO

D20

-59.268

-61.163

-61.499

b

7.419

7.700

7.653

r2

0.9998

0.9994

0.9977

cffE)= 1x10'24
intercept
Cln
-•

47,391

48,263

48,996

"Parameters
derivedfrom a linearleastsquaresfit to
1og•0[cffE)]
versusE from the absorptioncrosssectiondata

ofChengetal. [1999]forE < 55,000cm'•.
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Figure9. H2•70andH2•80photo-induced
isotopic
I•?actionation
fi•nctions
calculated
usingtheZPE-shifi
method.

energy region where the absorptioncrosssectionsare small. The would alsobe valuablefor many modelingconditions.Finally, it
of the
ZPE-shift method produced enrichment functions that agreed would be interestingto have experimentalmeasurements

wellwiththeexperimental-g(E)
forenergies
below55,000cm'•

H2170and H2180absorption
spectraand PHIFE sincethe

for theseisotopomers
are predictedto be an order
but l•tiled to yield the correctbehaviorat higherphotonenergies. l¾actionations
with deuterated
There has been very limited explorationof PHIFE in water of magnitudesmallerthanthe PHIFE associated
isotopomers[Plusquellicet al., 1997; Shaferet al., 1989] despite water isotopomers.
the large number of water photodissociationexperimentsthat
have been performed. Laboratory experiments should be
4. Photochemical Modeling of Water Photoconductedto confirm the predictedenrichmentand depletionof
HDO and D20 as a functionof photonenergy. In anticipationof Induced Isotopic Fractionation
such experiments, Table 3 provides calculations of water
4.1. Earth
isotopomer PHIFE at some common photodissociation
The experimentalUV absorptionspectra(Figure2) havebeen
wavelengths. An accurate assessmentof water PHIFE in
planetary atmospheres requires that measurementsof the usedto evaluatewater PHIFE in the terrestrialatmosphere.The
experimentalabsorptioncrosssectionstbr all water isotopomers calculations were performed with a version of the twobeextended
intothe45,000- 50,000cm'• range(seebelow).An dimensional(2D) photochemicalmodel reportedby Allen et al.
experimentaldeterminationof the temperaturedependence
of the [1984] that employsupdatedchemicalkinetics [DeMote et al.,
1997]. Figure 11 displaysthe photolysisrates calculatedfor
water isotopomerabsorptionspectrabetween 150 and 500 K

le-18

, H20

-r, le-19

- HDO

o
• le-20

.....

D20

• le-21
•

le-22

'•' le-23
le-24

47500

50000

52500

55000

Wavenumber/cm
Figure 10. ExtrapolatedH20, HDO, and D20 absorptioncrosssections. See section3.3 and Table 2 for
more details.
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Table 3. PHIFE for SeveralWaterIsotopomers
at

Table

4. Water PHIFE

SomeCommon
Photodissociation
Wavelengths

Earth'sUpperAtmosphere

Calculated for the

ß
]TOT109cm2s'1

-g(E) per mil

L nm

E Cln'•

HDI('o

D2160

157.5

63,500

-126

-191

H2170
-2

29,047

H2 180

Isotopomer

-4

Experimental
cy(E)

Extrapolated
cy(E)

184.9

54,100

+578

+902

+16

+30

I-[20

4.769

4.774

! 93.3

51,750

+670

+900

+ 14

+26

HDO

3.500

3.502

207•0

48.300

+710

+920

N/A

N/A

D20

2.781

-gTOT(HDO)%0
--gToT(D20)%0

266
417

2.781

266
417

H20, HDO, and D20 as a function of altitude between 50 and
100 kin.

The model predicts three distinct photolysis regions. The
lowest altitudes, 50 - 60 kin, are characterizedby a large
disparityin the water isotopomerphotolysisrates:`]H20- 2 `]HDO
and`]H20• 10 `]D20.The relativeratiosof the isotopomer`] values
remain approximatelyconstantfor all altitudes in this range,
although all `] values increaseslowly with increasingaltitude.
The large difi'erencesin photolysisrates and negligible changes
in relative photolysisrates are consistentwith photolysisin this

rangedominated
byphotons
withenergies
lessthan55,000cm-•
The intermediatealtitudes,60- 75 km, are characterizedby
exponentialincreasesin all `] valueswith increasingaltitude. It is
interestingthat dJD2o/dz> C[]HDo/dZ
> dJH2o/dzthroughoutthis
region and that all J-values reach a maximum near 75 kin.

Additionally, the spread in J values has been dramatically
reducedat 75 km: `]H20< 2 `]mO. This behavior correlateswith
the increasingimportanceof photolysistbr energiesgreaterthan

55,000cm'• foraltitudes
approaching
75km.

D20 in the total column. A second model run was executed

using the extrapolatedisotopomerabsorptionspectrato test the
dependenceof the water photolysisrates on absorptionsbelow

53,000cm-• Theresults
ibr thiscasedonotdiffersignificantly
from those obtained with the unaltered experimental spectra.
This conclusion is confirmed by the column-integratedH20,

HDO, andD20 photolysis
rates,4.774,3.502,and2.781x 109
cm-2 s-• lbr, respectively,
obtained
for this simulation.The
column-integratedenrichlnentfactors are also identical to those
determined in the first simulation. All of the column integrated
photolysisrate data is collectedin Table 4.
The photo-inducedisotopic fractionationderived from the
altitude dependent`]too, `]re)o, and JD20 is shown in Figure 12.
The enrichment functions for HDO and D20 exhibit three distinct
patterns,correlatingwith the three photolysisregionsobservedin
Figure 11. The enrichmentfactors remain constant-foraltitudes
in the 50 - 60 km range, with --gtiDO-- 600%0and --gD20• 900%0.
These values are the same as those observedat the low-energy
limits of the enrichmentfunctions in Figure 4, again indicating
that photolysisin this rangeis due entirelyto photonenergiesless

The upper altitudes, 75- 100 kin, are characterizedby a
unitbrm exponentialdecreasein all `] values with increasing
altitude. The photolysisratestbr all three isotopomersconverge
to virtually the same values in this region. This suggeststhat than 55,000 cm-•. The HDO and D20 enrichment
lhctors
photolysisis dominatedby absorptionsin the 55,000- 65,000
decreaserapidly with incrcasingaltitude in the 60- 75 kin range.
cm-• range,consistent
withthelargerUV fluxexpected
athigher This is consistent with photolysis contributionsfi'om photon
altitudes.

energies
greaterthan 55,000Cln
-•, but the largeenrichments
suggest
thatphotolysis
below55,000Cln
-• isstillimportant.
The
and2.781x l(f• cm-2s-• lbr I I20, HDO,andD20, respectively.enrichmentt•mctions becomenearly constantagain in the 75The column-integratedphotolysisrates,]TOTare 4.769, 3.500,

These resultsmay be combinedwith (5) to yield photo-induced
isotopic enrichment thctors ot' 266%0 for HDO and 417%o lbr

100 km range,but they are a t•actorof 5 smallerthan the values in
the 50 -60 km range. l'his result is interestingin that the model

100

90

H20
HDO
D20

80

70

60

ß

/

50

10

lOO

1000

Photolysis
Rate/cm
'2s
Figure 11. Comparison
of therelativephotolysis
ratesfor H20, HDO, andD20 in theterrestrial
atmosphere
calculatedusingtheexperimental
absorption
crosssections[Chengeta/., 1999]. The column-integrated
rates

are4.769,3.500,and2.781x 109cm2s-l, respectively.
Themodel
used
isbased
onAllenetal. [1984]with
the JPL 97-4 kineticsupdates[DeMote et al., 1997].
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Figure 12. Altitude-dependent
HDO and D20 photo-induced
isotopicfractionationpredictedfor the
terrestrialatmosphere.Calculatedfrom the datain Figure10 (experimental
absorption
crosssections).
The
differences between the results for the photolysisrates depicted here and those calculatedfrom the

experimental
absorption
cross
sections
extrapolated
to46,500cm-• (Figure
11)arenegligible
onthescale
of
this plot.

predictsthat watervaporshouldbe deuterium-enriched
at all

100

altitudes,eventhoughthe photolysis
between75 and 100 km is

dominated
byphoton
energies
inthe55,000-65,000
cm'• range.

80

The results show that the photolysisof HDO in the

mesosphere
is about26% lessthanthatfor H20. SinceHDO is
theprimarysource
of D to theupperatmosphere,
thisreduces
the
efficiencyof theescape
of D atomsrelativeH atoms[Yunget.al.,
1989]. The fractionation
of H atomsin the upperatmosphere
will be further accentuated
by the preferentialproductionif H
atomsin HDO photodissociation
sincethe H/D quantumyield

ratiorangesfrom2 to >100 for photonenergies
between50,000

60

40

20

and 65,000cm-I [Schinke,
1993;Shaferet al., 1989]. This
mechanismfor reducingthe escaperate of D atomsmustbe
addedto the depletionof HDO acrossthetropopause
dueto its

100

preferential
condensation
relativeto H20 [Moyeret al., 1996].
However,abouthalf of the H20 in the mesosphere
is derived
from the oxidationof CH4, for which no freeze-dryingoccursat

thetropopause.
Theconsequences
of thesenewresults
remain
to
beincorporated
intoa newmodelfortheevolution
of theEarth's

8o"'>
613

atmosphere.
4.2.

Mars

4.13

B
)_ •. 'x.._

'":. •x•

HDO

..... D20

øø

A preliminaryanalysisof photo-induced
isotopicfractionation
of water in the Martian atmospherehas recentlybeen reported
[Cheng et al., 1999; Kass and Yung, 1999]. Water photolysis
ratesin the Martian atmospherehave been computedusingthe
10
100
1000
absorptionspectrafrom Figure3 andthe photochemical
modelof
Nair et al. [ 1994]. The calculateddependence
of the H20, HDO,
Photolysis
Rate/cm
-2s'•
and D20 photolysisratesfor altitudesbetween0 and 60 km are
shownin Figure 13. This figure clearly illustratesthat there are Figure 13. (a) Comparisonof the relativephotolysisratesfor
calculatedusing
major differences between the Martian and terrestrial H20, HDO and D20 in the Martian atmosphere
the
experimental
absorption
cross
[Cheng
et
al.,
1999]. The
atmospheres. The most obvious difference is that water
integrated
ratesare5.992,2.424and0.6937x 109cm2
photolysisis importantall the way to groundlevel on Mars; this column
Themodelusedisbased
onNairetal. [1994].
is due to the relative transparencyof the Martian atmosphere. s-•, respectively.
The water isotopomerphotolysisrates vary by an order of (b) Sameas Figure 13a,exceptthatthe absoftion crosssections
magnitudeat the lowest altitude evaluated,as was the casein the
terrestrial simulation, but the relative differences in the

havebeenextrapolated
to 46,500cm'•. Thecolumn-integrated
ratesare7.625,2.963,and0.8552x 109cm2s-l, respectively.
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Table 5. Water PHIFE for Calculated for the

MartianAtmosphere
ffTOT
109cm2S-I
lsotopomer

Experimental

Extrapolated

c•(E)

c•(E)

H20

5.992

HDO

2.424

2.963

D20

0.694

0.855

-gToT(HDO)%0
--gToT(D20)
%0

595
884

7.625

611
888

isotopomer
photolysis
ratesremainapproximately
constant
in the
Martianatmosphere.The photolysis
ratesdo vary as a function
of altitude, but the absolutedissociationrates do not convergeto

a single value for altitudesless than 60 km. The column
integratedphotolysisratesfor the Martian atmosphere,
5.992,

2.424, and 0.6937 x 109cm-2 S-• for H,_O,HDO, and D20,
respectively,are significantlymore disparatethan those
calculatedtbr the terrestrialatmosphere.It is interestingto note
that the total ratesfor water photolysisin eachatmosphereare of
the sameorderof magnitude.However,dxoT(H20)is 25% larger
in the Martian atmospherethan in the terrestrialatmosphere

whiledTOT(HDO)
andJToT(D20)are44% and75% smallerin the
Martian atmosphere. This is reflectedin the photo-induced
isotopicenrichment
factorsfor the Martianatmosphere:
595%0
fi)r HDO and 884%0for D20 in the 0 - 60 km column.

The inclusionof the small, extrapolatedcomponentsof the

water absorptionspectra(Figure 10) also has a dramatically
differentimpacton the simulatedphotolysis
ratesin the Martian
atmosphere.Figure13b showsthatthe extrapolated
absorption
crosssectionslead to nearly constantphotolysisratesbelow 20
kin for eachisotopomer.The differencesin the photolysisrates

are againseparated
by a factorof 10 and remainseparated
by
approximately
the sameamountfor all altitudesbelow60 kin.
The column-integrated
photolysisrates increasecomparedto
those calculated froin the non-extrapolatedspectra, but the
columnintegrated
photo-induced
isotopicenrichment
factorsare

virtuallythe same,611%otbr HDO and 888%0for D20. The
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column-integratedwater photolysisrate data for the Martian
atmosphereis collectedin Table 5.
Figure 14 displaysthe altitude-dependent
isotopicenrichment
factors for HDO and D20 calculatedfrom the photolysisrates
shown in Fig. 13a. The implicationsof theseresultsfor the
evolution of Mars have been discussedby Cheng et al. [1999]
and Kass and Dmg [1999]. They supportthe hypothesisthat
Mars initially possessed
a globallyaveragedwater reservoir50 m
deep,but mostof this water has escaped.The currentglobally
averagedMartian waterreservoiris estimatedat 9 m depthandis
sequestered
in the polarcaps.Unlike Earth,fractionation
on Mars
due to water condensation
appearsto be lessimportant,at leastto
first order. This is because the entire Martian atmosphere
resemblesthe terrestrialstratosphere.

5. Concluding Remarks
This paper has presented a systematic method for the
evaluation of photo-induced isotopic fractionation effects
(PHIFE) in molecules possessingcontinuousUV absorption
spectraand unit photodissociation
probability. It was shownthat
PHIFE arises as a natural consequenceof the distinguishable
spectral signatures of different isotopomersand that this is
necessarilya mass-dependent
phenomenon. The PHIFE theory
provides an important complementto Urey's theory of isotopic
fractionation and enablesone to analyze isotopic fractionation
patterns in planetary atmospheres where photochemistry
produces nonequilibrium conditions. These principles were
illustrated with a detailed analysis of water PHIFE in the
terrestrialand Martian atmospheres.
Photo-induced isotopic fractionation appears to be a
completely general phenomenon and should apply to the
photochemistryof all interesting planetary atmospheres. Our
treatment of N20 PHIFE in the terrestrial stratosphere[Miller
and Dmg, 2000; Yungand Miller, 1997] promptedexperimental
studieswhich verified the wavelength-dependent
nature of N20
isotopicfYactionation[Rahn et al., 1998; Rockmannet al., 2000].
The PHIFE theory correctlypredictedthe magnitudeand sign of
the isotopicfractionationobservedfor all N20 isotopomersin the
atmosphere[Cliff et al., 1999; Cliff and Thiemens,1997; Kim and
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Figure 14. The altitude-dependent
HDO and D20 photo-inducedisotopicfractionationpredictedfor the
Martian atmosphere.
The differencesbetweenthe resultsfor the photolysisratesdepictedin Figures13a and
13b are negligibleon the scaleof this plot.
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Craig, 1993; Rahn and Wahlen, 1997; Yoshidaand Matsuo,

CO, CH4, and CO2 in the higher southern latitudes lower

d. Geophys.Res.,100(D12), 26,163-26,172,1995.
1983]andanobservable
difference
in the14NlSNlaO/lSNI4NI60stratosphere,

ratio [Rahnet al., 1998;Rockmann
et al., 2000; Umemoto,1999].

Cacciani,P., W: Ubachs,P.C. Hinnen,C. Lynga,A. L'Huillier, andC.G.

Wahlstrom,
Lifetimemeasurements
of theE •I-l, v=0 andv=l states
of 12CI60,13CI60,and•'•C•O,Astrophys.
d. Lett.,499(2),L223however,it appearsthat refinementsin the PHIFE simulations
L226, 1998.
arerequiredto achievecompletequantitative
agreement
with the Cheng,B.M., E.P. Chew,C.P. Liu, M. Bahou,Y.P. Lee, Y.L. Yung,and
rapidlyincreasingdatabaseof experimental
N20 measurements.
M.F. Gerstell,Photo-inducedfractionationof water isotopomers
in
Thesesuccesses
indicatethat the theoryis fundamentallycorrect;

The water PHIFE resultsfrom this study provide an interesting

the Martian atmosphere,Geophys.Res. Lett., 26(24), 3657-3660,

perspective
on theHO,•cyclesof theterrestrial
upperatmosphere

1999.

and on the evolution of the Martian hydrological cycle. Cliff, S.S., and M.H. Thiemens, The O-18/O-16 and O-17/O-16 ratios in
atmosphericnitrousoxide: A mass-independent
anomaly,Science,
Preliminary work suggeststhat methane,hydrogenchloride,

278(5344), 1774-1776, 1997.
phosphine,
and hydrogensulfidewill displayPHIFE signatures
Cliff, S.S., C.A.M. Brenninkmeijer, and M.H. Thiemens, First
with magnitudes
similarto thoseof water.
measurement
of the •aO/•aOand •7Off'Oratiosin stratospheric
We anticipate that molecules possessingUV absorption
nitrous oxide: A mass-independent
anomaly, d. Geophys.Res.,
spectrawith resolvedvibronic structurewill also produce
104(D13), 16,171-16,175,1999.

measurablePHIFE. However, the (•(E) functionswill be much

more complicated than the continuousabsorptionspectra
displayedby moleculesundergoing
directdissociation,
evenfor
fast predissociation
processes
that approach100% dissociation
efficiency. Additionally,the isotopicvariationsof the vibronic
absorption
t•atureswill in generaldependon isotopicshiftsin
both the lower and upper electronicstates.The interesting
outcomeof vibronic spectraPHIFE is that the spectralshifts
induced by isotopic substitutionoften move the absorption
featuresof the isotopomerinto regionswhere the UV flux is
higher,especiallyin thecaseof an opticallythickabsorber.This
type of behaviorwas demonstrated
for CO isotopomers
in
interstellarclouds[Caccianiet al., 1998]. Similar effectsmay
contributeto the PHIFE signatureof ammoniain the Jovian
atmosphere
andcarbondioxidein theMartianatmosphere.
The measurementof isotopicfractionationin the trace gas
constituents
of planetaryatmospheres
continues
to be an active
researcharea. Applicationsof this data range from the
quantification
of sourceandsinktermsin globalbudgetsto the
characterizationof paleoatmospheres.Isotopic l?actionation
measurementswill become increasingly important as the
technologyfor makingthe measurements
improveswith the next
generationof space-based
high-resolutionspectrometers
(ISO,
TESS, FIRST, etc.) and photochemicalmodels. We anticipate
that photo-inducedisotopicfractionationwill prove a valuable
addition to the comprehensiveunderstandingof planetary
photochemistry.
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